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Are you organisation’s dollars asleep in the warehouse or working at Optimum Levels?
Money spent on inventory should be expected to earn a return. The correct level of inventory maximises the return on
money invested. Stock investment above this level is waste; stock levels below the required level may jeopardise
ongoing operations.

Inventory Management
Intelligent inventory management provides cost savings and customer satisfaction. Epica Solutions (Epica) offers a
complete inventory management service. This ranges from initial spares support requirements, assessment of
current inventory levels to high end products which generate time phased forecasts while optimising costs, examining
constraints and service levels. The equation that sums up the situation is:

ROI = Profit / Funds employed
The return on investment on an inordinate amount of capital tied up in inventory will be greatly reduced. It is essential
that all efforts be made to reduce the investment and still ensure that the quantities held are sufficient to service
ongoing operations. The byword is “optimum” as stock shortages will also add significantly to costs, through lost
production, lost sales, administrative costs and freight charges for remote locations.

Products and Services
Epica Solutions provides a complete range of inventory management products and services. Several cost effective
software applications have been developed or are currently in development to ensure that clients can effectively
optimise inventory holdings and efficiently manage service levels. Details of the applications are provided in the
Applications Brochures and include Epica's:
· Spares Assessment Manager (SAM) which is designed to objectively assess the initial spares support for a major
new acquisition (available now).
· The Inventory Assessment Manager (IAM) which analyses the current Inventory parameters and usage figures (in
development - mid 2007).
Further support is available through Epica's strategic alliance with a leading Australian owned SCM Consulting firm
which provides fully integrated inventory management packages for ERP/EAM systems.

The Benefits
Typical exciting benefits provided to clients include the following:
· 20-40% inventory investment reduction
· increased service levels ranging up to 99.9%
· significant working capital improvement
· improved return on assets
· improved operating efficiencies
· improved relationship with suppliers and customers
· integration of business goals and operational practices
Can your business continue to afford to ignore its inventory investment? No matter how small or large the inventory,
Epica Solutions can assist your business gain greater efficiencies and tremendous savings.
Contact us now at info@epica.com.au or use the customer inquiry form on the web site.
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